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The Pacific Can-AM meeting attendees.

On June 13th, 2021, AMICA’s Pacific Can-AM chapter had
their quarterly meeting via video conferencing. There were
19 persons in attendance.
Rob Reid, chapter president, and his wife Penny administered
the meeting which lasted a little over an hour.
Pleasant greetings were exchanged, and everyone enjoyed
seeing each other once again. After some introductions and
verifying that all participants could communicate, control
was given to Philip Dayson of Vancouver, British Columbia.
Philip gave an amazing presentation of some MIDI operated
instruments in his collection. This included an electrified
marimba, a vertical harpsichord, and a 20-note bottle organ.
All these instruments were operated wirelessly. Additionally,
the organ could be operated using a hand wound paper roll.
He also demonstrated how the harpsichord could sound like
a banjo. It was very entertaining.
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Next, we viewed a virtual tour of the beautiful home of
Bruce Newman and Paul Hempel from Gold Beach, Oregon.
Bruce gave a demonstration of several instruments in their
collection. This included a roll operated hand-held accordion.
In addition, Bruce played an old hand operated barrel organ
and a Melville Clark organ. Bruce also showed us around his
well-equipped shop.
A small business meeting was conducted after that. Assuming
the virus is under control, the next meeting hopefully will be
back to normal taking place at a member’s home.
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Bruce Newman in his shop
demonstrating some organ pipes.

Bruce Newman demonstrating the
operation of the barrel organ.

The MIDI and paper roll operated
bottle organ demonstrated by Philip
Dayson.

A vertical harpsichord is part of
Philip Dayson’s collection. He even
made it sound like a banjo.
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER
Reporter and President: Diane DeTar
Photography: Lowell Boehland

A few of us gathered on the patio. Sitting: Thaine and Elizabeth Morris; Diane DeTar. New members: Fred Martin and
Marianna, and Ardis Prescott. Standing: Robbie Rhodes (MMD Editor); Wayne Johnston, and Jerry Pell
YAY!!! I can finally write a report for the Bulletin! The last
time our club had a meeting was our Christmas get together
in December 2019 at Frank Nix’s house. It seems like a
lifetime ago.
On June 19th, 31 members met at the home of Phyllis DeSio
in La Habra. Everyone was required to be vaccinated. If
someone was not vaccinated, then a COVID 19 test would
have been acceptable. Everyone was so excited to just get
together again. Phyllis has a 1910 Wing & Son upright piano
that had been completely rebuilt and had a Pianomation
system installed. Wing & Son was a great company and
made a wonderful piano. It was always easy to identify
because it has five pedals.
This piano is absolutely beautiful. The case is an intricately
carved art-case. It’s a large piano with amazing tonal quality.
The story behind the piano is that Phyllis found it at a garage
sale. If it didn’t sell, it was going to the dump. She fell in
love with it and offered more than they were asking, much to
the surprise of her son, Mark. Amazingly, Phyllis was right.
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It was worth saving. Having a meeting with just one piano
was a first for our club. Introducing our members to MIDI is
something that we’ve wanted to do for a long time.
As an added enjoyment, Thaine and Elizabeth Morris arrived
with a small Hofbauer, a German Street organ that was
equipped with a MIDI system. It also had Bluetooth capability
and played in conjunction with a MIDI controlled accordion
and drum set. I was the organ grinder while Thaine played
the accordion. Thaine explained how everything worked to
the amazement of the crowd. Diane Lloyd also brought a
small street organ that her husband Bob had made. It was a
beautiful instrument. Bob is an excellent woodworker.
Along with the meeting we included a mart for anyone that
wanted to sell or give away music related merchandise. I
needed another Ampico roll like I needed another hole in my
head but still ended up buying three rolls. Jerry Pell is a very
persuasive salesman and told me they were great rolls.
Then we made our way into the house to listen to the Wing &
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collapsed and I fell on my keister on
the floor. Luckily, no damage was
done except to the stool.
At the end of the meeting, 21
of us headed over to the Italian
restaurant.

Mark and mom, Phyllis DeSio standing in front of the Wing & Son piano
Son. It’s an amazing MIDI system that actually operates from
your mobile phone. The piano can play any genre along with
full orchestration. It really was a wonderful demonstration
that truly wowed the audience. We had a short meeting
that ended with a bang! The piano stool that I was sitting on

This turned out to be such a
welcome get together after over
a year’s absence. Phyllis and her
son, Mark, truly went all out to
make this event happen for the
club. Her house was like a visit to
the past for many of us. It was full of
antiques, slot machines and music
boxes. There was even an entire
hallway lined with silhouettes. The
meeting went on for an hour later
than we had planned, and we still
didn’t get to see everything. So,
we’re already planning on a repeat
visit next year. A big thank you to
all who came and helped to make
this first post pandemic meeting of
2021 so memorable.

The star of the
show, the 1910
Wing & Son piano
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Dave & Dianne Reidy, Ed Marsh, Cecil Dover, Edward Torres, Ray Dunlop, Albert Metzger, Cal Soest, Diane
DeTar, and Wayne Johnston. Edward Torres came as my guest. He became the principal organist for the Old
Town Music Hall in El Segundo when Bill Field retired.

Left: Ed Marsh playing
the Wing & Son.

Right: Dianne Reidy,
Diane Lloyd, and Bob
Reidy standing behind
Diane’s street organ

Left: Robbie Rhodes
and Thaine Morris
helping Diane Lloyd with
her street organ Right:
Diane DeTar, principal
organ grinder and Thaine
Morris, accordionist,
having a great time on
Thaine’s MIDI machines
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